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Hello!!! I was wondering if any of you knew how I could farm Fieldcraft demimateria III? I tried ilvl70 2 star items and it works very well, but it costs too much too craft those, so it's not worth farming. I've tried 6K gils wedding shoes, but the drop rate is just too low, so the profit isn't worth it. So if any of you have any ideas,
let me know :)Peace) (Btw issue also refers to military demymaty III) 02-11-2016 12:02 PM #1 whats new best way to get 02-11-2016 12:05 PM #2 Market Council. If that's not an option, you can set up darksteel hooks headquarters and exchange them for Mor Dhona for artisan tools and then desynthesize them. You'll
get Philcraft III and Mastercraft Demimateria. I have to clarify, trade-in for artisan tools varies depending on what type it is for. Darksteel hooks came to mind as a cheap option, but you can also make headquarters spruce plywood. Depends on what Desinth skill you aligned, really. The latest edited Judah_Brandt; 02-11-
2016 at 12:17 p.m. 02-11-2016 12:32 PM #3 If you have a leather desynth at a high enough level, you can buy s'Sandals from a retailer in Uldah (a small clothing store opposite the main town aetheryte). Those desynth's or lumber spruces, hard-skinned hippogryph, or demimateria Fieldcraft III. They cost 6k gil and I tend
to have about 1/5 success to get fieldcraft III. It's a gamble, but when I see them on the market board at 50k, it's a gamble I usually take. 02-11-2016 01:19 PM #4 3600 grand company seals gets items for a better crowned pie if you desynth cul or know who is doing. 02-11-2016 01:31 PM #5 I desynth bridesmaid
sandals, they have a pretty decent turn rate, and can be bought from the npc for a fairly cheap 02-11-2016 01:34 PM #6 Rimless glasses gave a fair chance of FC3 for me. 02-11-2016 01:54 PM #7 Thick Rim points also have pretty good FC3 speed, but they require two FC2s per ship. 02-12-2016 01:18 #8 depends on
your desinta. BSM GSM ARM: As a by-product of the MC demi farm from craft tools. CUL: Farm company seals, buy a bunch of mats, trade for better crowned pies, desynth those. LTW: Bridesmaids sandals. Don't go to FC3s on WVR CRP or ALC. WVR and CRP rely on the feeder's gear and it's just too slow to get.
ALC should be obvious why we don't use. The latter, edited by Callback; 02-12-2016 at 11:09 a.m. 02-12-2016 08:33 AM #9 Since I'm not making any profits from mine and keep them all for gear, I'll tell you the best way. Elegant glasses without a rim / Reading glasses. 2 kirstal glass - 3 sylix, 1 natron, 1 minim 1 silver
bar - 2 silver ore You can mine all the mats except rock salt (cheap from the supplier) and the minimum which is only 200 GC or usually goes at the same price on the market board. The latter, edited by Genaxx; 02-12-2016 at 23:37 02-12-2016 09:19 #10 How not to desinth.... There are also some elements that are
converted into FCIII, i70 parts. Funny that not much much know that, gryphonskin elbow/legs etc something. I managed to buy them between 1-400gil each made a good 8 million profit per week ^^ the last edited by Stupiduglytaru; 02-12-2016 at 09:24. The crystallized mass of the residual energies of the spiritual ball,
transmitted to the instrument by its creator in the process of crafting. It was interesting that this is the best way to get a lot of Fieldcraft Demimateria III now ?1. Check your market board prices. Prices should be dictated by the chance of people on desynth'ing bridesmaids and gear bestmans. Some happy people can get
more than average and lower prices a bit. But overall, prices should be on par with the amount of money you have to throw away at the NPC to desynth yourself and get your own demimatia (at least that's the case on Cerberus, demimatery hovers between 40 to 50K). So if the prices are right, I'd say it's your call to either
throw some gils out of the economy and go for desynth yourself, or buy market boards.2. Get the leatherworker to 30 and level up to Desynth on it and then get bridesmaids/bestmans stuff, as Vega said. Depending on your server it may not even be worth it though with how these prices are falling now because its
basically all RNG so you can spend like 300K and at current Behemoth prices (50K last time I checked), you will need to get 6 and have no prices falling further to even make your money back and there's always a chance that you won't get it. If you only need Fieldcraft then sandals or glasses, otherwise do the i180 stuff
you get glass fibers and two birds one stone! Besides the hard skin hippo you get from the sandals you can use them for a quick synth gryphoskin shoulder guards who have a chance to give FC3 as well, is alt for losses.3. For reference, right now Fieldcraft IIIs go about 37K on my server, meaning you get about 6
chances of break-even with shoes. Even if you buy mats to make elegant Rimless glasses, you get about 9 chances to get Fieldcraft III before you've spent more than the market value of Demimateria itself. What's the best way to get Fieldcraft Demimateria III? Fieldcraft Demimateria III is a crystallized mass of the
residual energies of the spiritual ball transmitted to the instrument by its creator in the crafting process. How Do You Farm Fieldcraft Demimatia III? This guide will show you ways to get Fieldcraft Demimateria III. Desynth Bridesmaids/Bestmans Elements to get Fieldcraft Demimateria IIILeged way is to desynth
bridesmaids and bestmans items like sandals. Get ltw desynth up to 70 and then buy bestmans items or bridesmaid stuff like sandals from the store next to the main etherit in the edd. Then the desynth in either spruce lumber, hard skin hipporify, or Fieldcraft demimath III. About 6k Gil for a 20% chance of getting
Fieldcraft demimateria 3. If you don't have enough Gil at the moment, you can buy FFXIV Gil from PVPBANK directly with cheap price and good service. Trading goods and desynthesis desynthesis Get Fieldcraft Demimateria IIIAnother source from the site50 untouched site materials; You can create items and trade
them in Mor-Dhona for artisan tools and then desynthesize them to get Mastercraft and Fieldcraft Demimateria III. The best way to get these Spectacles is to quickly make 10 headquarters spicy tomato relish, materials easier to get for that. You can also create a spicy tomato relish and turn it into Talan in Mor-Dhon to get
Artisan Spectacles, which desynth in Mastercraft Demimateria and FC3. This method is less likely than bridesmaid gear, but can also desynth to Fieldcraft Demimateria III, which you will need to make tools. Buy gears and artisan tools from Grand Company This method is similar to the above, but you don't have to do
artisan tools. You can directly buy craft tools/gears from some sites like The Grand Company, they are pretty cheap and then desynthesize them to give Fieldcraft Demimateria III / Mastercraft Demimateria. Go to content © 2020 Gamer Escape: Game News, Reviews, Wikis and Podcasts. All rights are reserved.
Reserved.
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